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MANIFESTO OF RESTORATION PARTY OF NIGERIA (RP)

ARISE AND SHINE

The founding fathers and leadership of Restoration Party of Nigeria (RP) have agreed to come together in order to form a formidable and principled political party with the widest grassroots' support, to work for the restoration of true democracy and good governance in Nigeria and have therefore set out the following as the Manifesto of the Party. The Manifesto of Restoration Party of Nigeria (RP) shall be in conformity with the provisions of Chapter II of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (as amended 2011) by been in compliance with the Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy.

The Manifesto of the party seek to address the following
1. Security
2. Economy
3. Health
4. Education
5. Agriculture
6. Employment
7. Oil and Gas
8. Youth and Sports
9. Social Welfare
10. Power
11. Women Empowerment
12. Water Supply
13. Fight Against Corruption
14. Rule of Law
15. Federal Character
16. Nigerian Culture
17. Human Rights
18. Housing and Tourism
19. Foreign Policy
20. Environment
1. **Security** - Restoration Party of Nigeria (RP) has discovered the issue of insecurity as one of the major challenges facing Nigeria and is poised towards urgent restoration of the national security of the this great nation through adequate training, equipment and goals driven Serious Crime Squad to combat terrorism, kidnaping, armed robbery, militants, ethno-religious, Herdsmen attacks and communal clashes across the country;

2. **ECONOMY** - Restoration Party of Nigeria (RP) will gather all the qualified hands available in order to salvage our naira and economy from collapse and to make it one of the fastest growing emerging economies in the world. We will encourage made in Nigeria goods, encourage exportation and less dependence on importation;

3. **HEALTH** - We will focus seriously on health by doing everything possible to reduce maternal mortality, reduce HIV/AIDS infection rate, improve life expectancy through programmes on national healthy living. We will also increase the quality of all federal government owned hospitals to world class standard within a very short period; in fact, we will provide free ante-natal care for pregnant women, free health care for babies and children up to school going age and for the aged.

4. **EDUCATION** - We will bring total transformation to the Nigerian education sector through enhance teacher training and improve the competence of teachers along with regular national inspection and screening; Make learning experiences more meaningful for children and make education more cost-effective in order to bring quality education closer to our people because knowledge is power.

5. **AGRICULTURE** - We will make agriculture and farming very attractive and transform our farmers from been subsistence farmers to large scale commercial farmers by modernizing the sector and make fertilizers readily available for our people in order to forcefully push hunger out of our land.

6. **EMPLOYMENT** - We will provide employment for every able Nigerian. 90% of Nigerians will be trained and gainfully employed. We will provide at least five million jobs annually.

7. **OIL AND GAS** - We will transform the Oil and Gas sector and make it more attractive and effective as the world's leading exporter of LNG; we will also transform the present NNPC.
8. **YOUTH AND SPORTS**- We will improve our sports and sporting facilities and thereby making it more attractive. Our youths will be gainfully engaged.

9. **SOCIAL WELFARE**- The welfare of Nigerians is one of our utmost priorities and we will device means of taking adequate care of both the young and old.

10. **POWER**- We will provide adequate and regular power supply and transmission to Nigerians. We will increase the current megawatts to 100% within three months. More power transmission stations will be provided in all the states of the country and FCT.

11. **WOMEN EMPOWERMENT**- Women will be empowered and form at least 45% in our government.

12. **WATER SUPPLY**- Water is life and we will make quality water readily available for Nigerians and all our water agencies and facilities shall be transformed within six months. New and modern facilities shall be introduced.

13. **FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION**-
We will devise every legal means in order to fight and discourage corruption at every level.

14. **RULE OF LAW**- We will devise every legal means in order to make sure that Rule of Law is highly maintained; courters are respected and obeyed because if this is not done it will pose a great threat to our nascent democracy.

15. **FEDERAL CHARACTER**- Full Federal Character shall be maintained in all our appointments and employments. This shall be strictly supervised by different agencies established for that purpose.

16. **NIGERIAN CULTURE**- Nigerian culture will be fully maintained and encouraged and will be included in the school curricular from both nursery to university levels.

17. **HUMAN RIGHTS**- Human rights will be fully maintained and the abuse will be seriously frowned against through the establishment legal institutions for that purpose.

18. **HOUSING AND TOURISM**- Housing will be made readily available and
affordable for our people. Housing schemes will be introduced and Nigerian
tourism centers will be highly transformed to attract both local and international
attentions.

19. FOREIGN POLICY- We will make regional integration a priority within
ECOWAS; we will also maintain strong, close and frank relationships within
the Gulf of Guinea, the Commonwealth, South Africa and the rest of the
world.

20. ENVIRONMENT: The party seeks to deploy every available resources
in order to address the environmental challenges of Nigeria

APPRECIATION
The Party is grateful to the founding fathers of this Party for birthing this vision
and sharing same with fellow nation builders and co-founders.

DECLARATION
We hereby declare that this Manifesto of RESTORATION PARTY OF
NIGERIA (RP) was corrected typographically by the party.

Dated this 30TH OCTOBER, 2017
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National Chairman
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National Secretary
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